Tears for Fears

**Video:** New research explains why a protective pheromone is secreted in juvenile mouse tears. [MORE »]

Decoding the Source of Sound

Recent insights reveal why some baby boomers may have trouble hearing in noisy places. [MORE »]

Silencing Sudden Death

Researchers studying the genetics of hypertrophic cardiomyopathy target a mutant protein. [MORE »]

Featured Events

- **10.08.13** Transforming Child Health Through Genome Biology. NRB, Martin Conference Center, 2 p.m.
- **10.10.13** Structure and Function of the HIV Envelope Glycoproteins. NRB, Rm. 1031, 4 p.m.

Full Calendar

Awards and Recognitions

Dean’s Blog

Harvard Medicine Magazine

Paper Chase

Harvard Health Publications

Compass Blog

---

Play Me, I’m Yours!

Global piano festival comes to Boston, and to HMS.